POETRY FOR THE PEOPLE
1st Sunday Reading Series

FEATURED READERS & AN OPEN MIC

JUDITH H. MONTGOMERY

Judith H. Montgomery’s poems appear in the Bellingham Review, Cimarron Review, and Prairie Schooner, among other journals. Her first collection, Passion, received the Oregon Book Award for Poetry. Her fourth book, Litany for Wound and Bloom, was a finalist for the Marsh Hawk Prize, and appeared in August 2018 from Uttered Chaos Press. Her prize-winning narrative medicine chapbook, Mercy, appeared in March 2019. She’s been living in Bend, but plans to move with her husband back to the Portland area.

ERIK MULLER

A poet for sixty years, most of them lived in Oregon, Erik has been engaged in local poetry as an editor, publisher, essayist and self-published poet. He has edited Fireweed: Poetry of Western Oregon and Traprock Books. Durable Goods: Appreciations of Oregon Poets (2017) as well as And Yet, Selected Poems 2011-2018 (2019) are from Mountains and Rivers Press. Erik is currently an OPA Board member.
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www.lauralehew.com/poetry-for-the-people.html • laura@deer-run.com • rrseitz@gmail.com
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